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AHLI United Bank concludes internal training program for university students

Ahli United Bank (AUB) has announced the completion of its summer internal training program for university students. The program, which was held in partnership with LoYAC Kuwait, comes as part of the Bank's undertaking to.sent its role across the community through developing its employees’ potential. In addition, the program provided AUB’s underpitting strategic approach to help support the educational sector and provide theoretical as well as practical learning.

AUB welcomed seven university students in an internal banking show that was rolled out over six weeks. The main elements of the program were the theoretical as well as practical learning experience. The training was focused primarily on principles of communications skills. Moreover, a range of customer service tasks was introduced as part of the training. The training program also exposed students to a career array of applications and programs that are helpful for their professional future careers. The final component of the program focused on equipping our trainees with the necessary different banking transactions, during which they worked in a number of AUB’s departments and have been trained throughout multiple branches across Kuwait, in an effort to ensure more practical training. In a press release, Nabil Amin, AUB’s Human Resources General Manager said, “AUB aims to drive and strengthen its overall community contributions that add more value towards supporting young professional students where they get the chance to gain practical experience and for students who are considered as the backbone of Kuwait’s sustainable future. The Bank is eager to be a part in implementing social responsibility by participating in similar programs.”

AUB is pleased to extend its partnership with LoYAC Kuwait across a number of activities that have directly much benefits to the students. The Bank of AUB expects this program will result in exceptional outcomes and will prove to be of value to young professionals, to sharpen their professional skills and ultimately support the community in various fields.

NAHEDH: KFH trains Kuwait employees to be globally qualified to manage group units

Change of functional development and training concept

Kuwait’s Patients Helping Fund Society (PHF) delivered yesterday medical aid to Yemenis in the city of Aden, said a former official yesterday, Director General of Yemen’s national medical supplies program Dr. Suad Maisari said the phantoms that these containers, filled with medicine to treat Cholera and other ailments, have arrived to the Yemeni city. The recent batch of aid is for the first time of this kind of aid. The Stamford has brought the aid to the people who have so far helped provide aid to Yemenis, Syrians, and other refugees in the region — KUNA
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